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ACROSS
1. Tag the base runner to get him out.
4. A small two-wheeled cart for one pas-

senger.
11. In bed.
15. A member of a people living in south-

ern Benin and Togo and southeastern
Ghana.

16. Porridge made of rolled oats.
17. A strong wind moving 45-90 knots.
18. A member of an agricultural people of

southern India.
20. Easily calmed or pacified.
22. City in Sudan.
24. An anticipated outcome that is intend-

ed or that guides your planned
actions.

25. (computer science) A rule stating that
the quality of the output is a function
of the quality of the input.

30. An annual publication including weath-
er forecasts and other miscellaneous
information arranged according to the
calendar of a given year.

33. Toward land.
37. A person to whom money is paid.
38. An actor's line that immediately pre-

cedes and serves as a reminder for
some action or speech.

40. A dress worn primarily by Hindu
women.

41. In favor of (an action or proposal etc.).
45. A color varying from dark purplish

brown to dark red.
46. Brass that looks like gold.
49. (of a young animal) Abandoned by its

mother and raised by hand.
50. Having undesirable or negative quali-

ties.
51. A cylindrical drawstring bag used by

sailors to hold their clothing and other
gear.

52. By chance.
55. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
56. Wading birds of warm regions having

long slender down-curved bills.
59. Small cubes with 1 to 6 spots on the

faces.
61. Surpassing the ordinary especially in

size or scale.
63. The Mongol people living the the cen-

tral and eastern parts of Outer
Mongolia.

67. A very young child (birth to 1 year)
who has not yet begun to walk or talk.

70. A successful journey.
72. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
75. A master's degree in business.
76. The network in the reticular formation

that serves an alerting or arousal func-
tion.

77. A short amusing opera.
78. An adult male person (as opposed to a

woman).
79. A fatal disease of cattle that affects the

central nervous system.
80. Showing both bilateral and radial sym-

metry.
81. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. The compass point that is one point

north of northeast.
2. Distant in either space or time.
3. English monk and scholar (672-735).

4. A vasodilator (trade name Loniten) used
to treat severe hypertension.

5. A plant hormone promoting elongation
of stems and roots.

6. A New England state.
7. A metric unit of length equal to 1000

meters (or 0.621371 miles).
8. The month following August and pre-

ceding October.
9. Ground snakes.
10. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike

part of an organism.
11. Title for a civil or military leader (espe-

cially in Turkey).
12. A small cake leavened with yeast.
13. (Norse mythology) Goddess of old age

who defeated Thor in a wrestling
match.

14. Keep in mind or convey as a conviction
or view.

19. Primitive chlorophyll-containing mainly
aquatic eukaryotic organisms lacking
true stems and roots and leaves.

21. Cotton trousers made of corduroy
cloth.

23. Italian lawn bowling (played on a long
narrow dirt court).

26. A rare silvery (usually trivalent) metallic
element.

27. Fleshy spore-bearing inner mass of e.g.
a puffball or stinkhorn.

28. An associate degree in nursing.
29. An equal exchange.
31. Xerophytic evergreen shrubs.
32. A benign tumor composed of muscle

tissue.
34. A popular island resort in the

Netherlands Antilles.
35. A summary that repeats the substance

of a longer discussion.
36. Performance of moral or religious acts.
39. Remove the clip from.
42. Tall evergreen of Japan and China

yielding valuable soft wood.
43. An ester of adenosine that is converted

to ATP for energy storage.
44. A notable achievement.
47. Excessively fat.
48. A white soft metallic element that tar-

nishes readily.
53. One of two official languages of

Norway.
54. A collection of objects laid on top of

each other.
57. A jar made of glass or plastic.
58. Having a handwritten signature.
60. Lower in esteem.
62. Omnivorous mammal of Central and

South America.
64. A subsidiary proposition that is

assumed to be true in order to prove
another proposition.

65. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked
on a skewer usually with vegetables.

66. A city in southern Turkey on the
Seyhan River.

68. Type genus of the Anatidae.
69. A member of the South American

Indian people living in Brazil and
Paraguay.

71. A collection of facts from which con-
clusions may be drawn.

73. An orange-brown antelope of south-
east Africa.

74. A period marked by distinctive charac-
ter or reckoned from a fixed point or
event.
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Yesterday’s Solution

Taking care of business is on your mind today. You think you deserve
better in life and you don’t mind giving time and effort to provide well for you and your
family. Those at work see you as hard-working and talented. That helps you to get
your job done to the best of your abilities which is noticed by higher ups. Your partner,
family and close friends urge you on to make the most from your life and give you the
Atta Boys you need. Really their approval is what you work for more than being at the
job each day. You know you have to do well enough there though that all of you can
enjoy life, Aries. Good for you! 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You have very strong desires for making the most of your job today and
bring what you started yesterday at home into your workplace today. You’re clear-
headed and decisive ideas cut right to the heart of the matter where job is concerned. It
becomes a group thing because of your ability to talk others into what you like. Ideas
come easily and in multiples which keeps those listening to them involved, waiting on
your every word. It’s the same with romance now. You proceed towards new love just as
you do with work issues in an applied, strategic manner, Taurus. It works for you.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You’re in a rare mood where you see your own worth and can acknowl-
edge it. Those chances come along seldom but when they do, it’s so worth it. Love is
in the air for that special person and for those friends who make you feel secure. Your
boss may even have one of those special places in your heart now, Cancer. Those
close relationships boost your confidence and add to your life in such a way that you
feel wealthier for it. Your lover will reap the benefits of those feelings later although
they don’t feel the same as your partner does to you.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You like being in charge both at work and at home. Right now, everyone
thinks you hung the moon in being able to lead them effectively, even your lover. That
has its benefits too which you can take full advantage of later since you’re in the mood
after knowing you’re in charge of others life success too. You’re enjoying the situation
you’re in and find that this is the happiest you’ve ever been with your success also.
This is a good time to reflect on your good fortune. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Looking back over your life and using it to realize just how lucky you are is
in play today. You’re in the mood to organize and accomplish more at this time
because of your thoughts. When you’re in this mood, Libra, you can run circles around
anyone else who works with you. Moreover, you make it pay. New items at work make
you look good because you enjoy tackling them. Family and home mean more to you
now and puts you in the mode of remembering. Make happy memories now. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Practicality is at the forefront of your mind. Taking care of business is
your motto along with taking care of you. This is a day you get all your ducks in a row
at work. Those that don’t go along with you in your organizing endeavor are of no use
to you at all and can be easily kicked to the way side. Your health is on your mind.
Look at what you’re eating first. Then make a plan on how you’ll achieve feeling better.
You’ve got the energy and the desire but sometimes you lack other motivating factors.
Today should help you jump start a new path in your life. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Habit is not what you’re into right now and you don’t want life to be con-
ventional in any manner. Authority is something you run from and that

makes you kick the traces, so to speak. Let anything you touch now be unique. Being
organized is probably the only traditional aspect your life has to offer at the moment.
You have to be able to find the things you’re looking for in order to do your work,
Sagittarius. Even though your mind is on hair trigger those who work with you think
you’re refined and charming. Make it fun and exciting. 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

The thoughts
that started yesterday on building your business acumen are even

stronger today. Work means a lot to you and you’re now making it a bigger part of
your life. Feeling as if you need to do a little housekeeping at work, you do the task
early this morning so that your day is more productive, you think, later. This is a time
going on for a while that you can bring business, creativity and inventiveness
together to make work and your life better, Pisces. Study of religion, philosophy and
mystical ideas take on greater importance. This leaning process will be with you for
some time to come.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Well, you’re back to work as usual but you haven’t given up on the thoughts
of perhaps changing your work place or more. Practicality in your nature calls out to you
to make sure your work is organized and can function even if you’re not there. You want
to make work the best it can be so that you can be proud of items you’ve accomplished.
Not only that you want other workers to say you did your best when you leave. You
know what they say about work, Aquarius, “Give more to the busiest person so that you
know the work will be done.” That seems to be your motto now. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

You’re funny and you have unusual ideas others are drawn to because
you first got their attention with your comedy routine before they realized the ideas,
you’re proposing may be a little eccentric. At any rate you’ve got it going on now. You
like working in a group and use unique methods to get their attention. Now might be
the time to bring up a change in your work environment. Use the group to optimize
time in your work place by discussing topics you’d like to address. You’ll be considered
intelligent when the project goes well. 

Today is a day to work. It’s all about taking care of business which you, of
all people, know how to do. It’s in your nature and your Zodiac Sign. You may not have
changed jobs because the stars say you’re going to have the same trouble you had a
few days ago with an obstinate person who looks to criticize your work and put you on
the spot. Though you aren’t changing jobs at the moment, just think it over, Capricorn.
The right time will have you chomping at the bits to get out of Dodge. Then you’ll feel
happier. 

You want your life to be orderly and accounted for but life and orderly
rarely go together. You give it your best shot though at work and start the process of
organizing all that needs it. Being able to see what you need at a glance is powerful to
you and if it is to you, you’re sure your boss will love the organization as well.
Communication skills make you very persuasive now. Sympathy and understanding
go a long way to helping you at work and at home. Love is something you’ve put on
the back burner today but will be hot soon. Enjoy some time at home. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)


